
 A slope with four coloured 
sections and a gate, just as 
in the previous session, 
DG26

 Balls in the same four 
colours, in a suitable size to 
roll down the slope 

 Paper circles in the same 
four colours (standard 
sticky note size is good)

 Small toys in the same four 
colours – one of each colour

 Four small toys that don’t
match any of the colours of 
the balls and the sections of 
the slope – for example, toy 
animals with completely 
different colours, as shown 
in the image

10–15 minutes

WHERE DOES THE BALL STOP NOW?

Review the previous session: Create the layout of toys as in DG26, with a red toy roughly where a ball that starts 
off on the red section will stop, a yellow toy where a ball from the yellow section will stop and so on. Ask your 
child to roll a ball down the slope so that it will reach a toy of a particular colour. Use questions to prompt them if 
they have forgotten how to work this out.

Using toys that are not colour matched: Now replace the coloured toys with your animals/other toys that are 
not colour matched, at the same spacing. 

Ask your child to say which toy stands nearest to the gate, which is next, which is after that and which one is 
furthest away. Get out the four circles that match the colour of the slope sections. Ask your child which coloured 
circle should be put next to each of the toys (for example, the bottom of the slope is blue and ‘matches’ the toy 
nearest the slope, so it will need a blue circle; the next one will need a green circle, then yellow, then red).

Ask your child to roll balls to reach the animal that you name. Before they roll the ball down the slope, they must 
name the colour of the ball they will need and say where they will put that ball (red balls go on the red section, 
blue balls on the blue section and so on). Give them a few turns.

Consolidate the learning: Ask a few questions, for example: If a ball starts from the yellow section, which animal 
will it stop next to? If we want the ball to stop near the pig, from which colour section should we start it from? 

Your child knows that when a ball rolls down a slope it eventually stops.
Your child can allocate the correct colours to toys at different distances from the slope.
Your child can successfully predict which toy the ball will reach from different starting points. 

To facilitate children’s understanding that when a ball rolls down a slope to a horizontal plane it will 
eventually stop rolling 
To make children aware that the stopping point changes depending on the height at which rolling 
commences
To allocate the correct colours to toys at different stopping points
To help children to recognise what are essential and non-essential properties
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